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Be My Mr Happy
Mr. Good, unlike Little Miss Bad, is very, very good. But
he lives in Badland, where he is misunderstood and
miserable! Will he ever find somewhere he belongs?
Mr. Muddle botches absolutely everything he tries to do.
His friend George is determined to figure out how to help
him. Can he discover the secret of how to unmuddle Mr.
Muddle?
What happens at the Mr. Men Sports Day? And will Mr.
Greedy catch up with the gingerbread man? Read all
about your favourite Mr. Men in this fully illustrated
treasury. Includes 12 Mr. Men stories for your to enjoy!
Mr. Greedy Wants to eat everything in sight. How will he
ever stick to a low-calorie diet?
On the other side of the world, there is a country called
Happyland. As you might expect, everybody who lives in
Happyland is as happy as the day is long.
“Every Who down in Who-ville liked Christmas a lot . . .
but the Grinch, who lived just north of Who-ville, did
NOT!” Not since “’Twas the night before Christmas”
has the beginning of a Christmas tale been so instantly
recognizable. No holiday season is complete without the
Grinch, Max, Cindy-Lou, and all the residents of Whoville, in this heartwarming story about the effects of the
Christmas spirit on even the smallest and coldest of
hearts. Like mistletoe, candy canes, and caroling, the
Grinch is a mainstay of the holidays, and his story is the
perfect gift for young and old. This Read & Listen edition
contains audio narration.
A slice of Alligator Pie—sized for little ones! One of the
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best loved Canadian poems of all time, “Alligator Pie”
established Dennis Lee’s reputation as “Canada’s
Father Goose” when it appeared in his classic poetry
collection of the same name in 1974. Now Lee's timeless
rhyme is paired with striking artwork by Sandy Nichols,
winner of a nationwide competition to find the perfect
illustrator for the iconic poem. This fun-filled e-edition is a
must-have for every baby and preschooler's library. "You
can almost hear the skipping ropes slapping on the
sidewalk." --Margaret Laurence
Comical Mr. Funny, who makes everybody laugh, finds
that his talent comes in handy in cheering up the sick
animals at the zoo.
The #1 New York Times bestseller. Over 2 million copies
sold! Tiny Changes, Remarkable Results No matter your
goals, Atomic Habits offers a proven framework for
improving--every day. James Clear, one of the world's
leading experts on habit formation, reveals practical
strategies that will teach you exactly how to form good
habits, break bad ones, and master the tiny behaviors
that lead to remarkable results. If you're having trouble
changing your habits, the problem isn't you. The problem
is your system. Bad habits repeat themselves again and
again not because you don't want to change, but
because you have the wrong system for change. You do
not rise to the level of your goals. You fall to the level of
your systems. Here, you'll get a proven system that can
take you to new heights. Clear is known for his ability to
distill complex topics into simple behaviors that can be
easily applied to daily life and work. Here, he draws on
the most proven ideas from biology, psychology, and
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neuroscience to create an easy-to-understand guide for
making good habits inevitable and bad habits impossible.
Along the way, readers will be inspired and entertained
with true stories from Olympic gold medalists, awardwinning artists, business leaders, life-saving physicians,
and star comedians who have used the science of small
habits to master their craft and vault to the top of their
field. Learn how to: • make time for new habits (even
when life gets crazy); • overcome a lack of motivation
and willpower; • design your environment to make
success easier; • get back on track when you fall off
course; ...and much more. Atomic Habits will reshape the
way you think about progress and success, and give you
the tools and strategies you need to transform your
habits--whether you are a team looking to win a
championship, an organization hoping to redefine an
industry, or simply an individual who wishes to quit
smoking, lose weight, reduce stress, or achieve any
other goal.
You're invited to a night of tricks and treats at Mr.
Happy's Halloween party! The Mr. Men and Little Miss
characters are dressed up and ready for the spookiest
night of the year! Mr. Happy shows off his friendly smile
with a pair of Dracula fangs, Mr. Greedy's Frankenstein
costume matches his monster appetite, and Little Miss
Magic makes an entrance dressed as a witch on a flying
broomstick! But who came to the party dressed as a
ghost? Is this Halloween party haunted, or is someone
pulling off the ultimate trick? Find out in this fa-BOO-lous
new Halloween story!
Mr. Adventure is jumping, diving, and catapulting his way
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into the classic Mr. Men series. Catch him if you can!
When Mr. Adventure goes on vacation, he doesn't want
to relax. He's looking for the greatest thrills that money
can buy! Unfortunately, his money doesn't last forever.
Can Mr. Adventure find the excitement he craves at a
regular old job? He's certainly going to try!
No collection is complete without the latest adorable
additions to the ever-popular, always brimming with
personality Mr. Men and Little Miss family. Over 150
million copies sold worldwide! Mr. Grumble complains
about everything—until the day a wizard teaches him a
lesson.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The only
definitive book authored by Wim Hof on his powerful
method for realizing our physical and spiritual potential.
“This method is very simple, very accessible, and
endorsed by science. Anybody can do it, and there is no
dogma, only acceptance. Only freedom.” —Wim Hof Wim
Hof has a message for each of us: “You can literally do
the impossible. You can overcome disease, improve
your mental health and physical performance, and even
control your physiology so you can thrive in any stressful
situation.” With The Wim Hof Method, this trailblazer of
human potential shares a method that anyone can
use—young or old, sick or healthy—to supercharge their
capacity for strength, vitality, and happiness. Wim has
become known as “The Iceman” for his astounding
physical feats, such as spending hours in freezing water
and running barefoot marathons over deserts and ice
fields. Yet his most remarkable achievement is not any
record-breaking performance—it is the creation of a
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method that thousands of people have used to transform
their lives. In his gripping and passionate style, Wim
shares his method and his story, including: •
Breath—Wim’s unique practices to change your body
chemistry, infuse yourself with energy, and focus your
mind • Cold—Safe, controlled, shock-free practices for
using cold exposure to enhance your cardiovascular
system and awaken your body’s untapped strength •
Mindset—Build your willpower, inner clarity, sensory
awareness, and innate joyfulness in the miracle of living
• Science—How users of this method have redefined
what is medically possible in study after study •
Health—True stories and testimonials from people using
the method to overcome disease and chronic illness •
Performance—Increase your endurance, improve
recovery time, up your mental game, and more • Wim’s
Story—Follow Wim’s inspiring personal journey of
discovery, tragedy, and triumph • Spiritual
Awakening—How breath, cold, and mindset can reveal
the beauty of your soul Wim Hof is a man on a mission:
to transform the way we live by reminding us of our true
power and purpose. “This is how we will change the
world, one soul at a time,” Wim says. “We alter the
collective consciousness by awakening to our own
boundless potential. We are limited only by the depth of
our imagination and the strength of our conviction.” If
you’re ready to explore and exceed the limits of your
own potential, The Wim Hof Method is waiting for you.
The Mr Men and Little Miss series of titles now feature
spine art. Collect the 46 Mr Men titles so the spine art
reveals a picture when all titles are placed together in
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numbered order. Mr Noisy is always loud and shouts
instead of speaks.

Mr. Rude is the rudest man you'll ever meet. When
Mr. Happy notices how awful Mr. Rude is being, he
sets out to teach him a lesson in etiquette.
Mr. Quiet, who lives in a small cottage in the middle
of the woods in a country called Loudland, has a
problem when he attempts to buy food but cannot be
heard by the noisy inhabitants of the town.
Little Miss Late as you can imagine, is late for
everything. If you ask her round for dinner, she
probably won't arrive until next week, and that's if
you're lucky!
Mr. HappyPenguin
Mr Tickle is small and round and has arms that
stretch and stretch and stretch. So, if you are in any
way ticklish, beware those extraordinarily long arms.
The Mr Men and Little Miss have been delighting
children for generations with their charming and
funny antics. Bold illustrations and funny stories
make Mr Men and Little Miss the perfect story time
experience for children aged two up. Have you met
them all?
Make friends with Mr Happy in this fun-to-read first
story book.
The Mr. Men have been tickling children for
generations with their funny and charming antics.
The Mr Men for Grown-Ups series now gives adults
the chance to laugh along as the Mr Men and Little
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Miss try to cope with the very grown-up world around
them. Featuring Roger Hargreaves classic artwork
alongside hilariously funny new text. Mr Happy is
usually a very happy fellow. But the morning after
the office party, he doesn't feel so happy. In fact, he
loses his smile. It couldn't be that bad, could it? The
perfect book for anyone who has ever been to a
work party and lived to tell the tale. Also available in
The Mr Men for Grown-Ups series: Little Miss Shy
Goes Online Dating, Mr Greedy Eats Clean to Get
Lean and Little Miss Busy Surviving Motherhood.
From Rob Sanders, author of the acclaimed Pride- The
Story of Harvey Milk and the Rainbow Flag, comes this
powerful and timeless true story that will allow young
readers to discover the rich and dynamic history of the
Stonewall Inn and its role in the gay civil rights
movement--a movement that continues to this very day.
In the early-morning hours of June 28, 1969, the
Stonewall Inn was raided by police in New York City.
Though the inn had been raided before, that night would
be different. It would be the night when empowered
members of the LGBTQ+ community--in and around the
Stonewall Inn--began to protest and demand their equal
rights as citizens of the United States. Movingly narrated
by the Stonewall Inn itself, and featuring stirring and
dynamic illustrations, Stonewall- A Building. An Uprising.
A Revolution is an essential and empowering civil rights
story that every child deserves to hear.
Mr. Birthday is very good at organizing birthday parties.
He likes to make sure that everyone he knows has a
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party on his or her birthday. But there seems to be an
important birthday coming up that Mr. Birthday knows
nothing about . . .
Join the endearing Mr Happy as he finds a hobby in a
brand new adventure. Collect all 12 Mr Men New Library
titles to create a wonderful spine art mural.
They're back! Rediscover the zaniest and most lovable
characters you've ever met in the Mr. Men and Little
Miss series—the best-selling, timeless, and universal
books, which have sold millions of copies worldwide.
Digitally available for the first time, these bright,
charming books, with their easily recognizable
characters, are easy enough for young readers and witty
enough for adults. This fantastic read-to-me edition is
read by Audie and Grammy award-winning narrator of
Harry Potter, Jim Dale, who perfectly captures each
character’s unique voice and personality. Get ready to
fall in love with Mr. Men and Little Miss books all over
again or for the very first time!
Mr. Cool is the coolest person in the world. He has a
knack for knowing just what your ideal daredevil
adventure would be, and he makes it happen just by
clicking his fingers!
When Mr. Busy whips up a picnic for Mr. Slow and
himself, it's a recipe for disaster!
No collection is complete without the latest adorable
additions to the ever-popular, always brimming with
personality Mr. Men and Little Miss family. Over 150
million copies sold worldwide! Mr. Cheerful walks
through life with a smile on his face, but he’s got a lessthan-cheerful secret to hide.
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Mr. Happy who is permanently happy in Happyland helps Mr.
Miserable become happy too.
Pick up your colouring pens and pencils and get set to have
fun with the Mr Men! In these exciting books, readers get to
colour in their favourite stories - just as they like! Read along
and colour in with the Mr Men.
First Mr Men stories written in rhyme for babies and young
children.
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